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our Tribal Art dealers want to wander off the beaten track of Tribal
Art shows and get back to the basics of shared ideas, shared food and
drink and above all, a shared love of Art. At the heart of their vision is a
common desire to operate differently from the accepted norm, far away from
established cultural centres. To this end, they propose a Spring gathering, on
the property of Bruno Mory, a Tribal Art collector and notable Contemporary
Art dealer, established away from the over trodden Contemporary Art circuit
and who has created a large local and international client base.
The inaugural Bourgogne Tribal Show will take place in May 2016, in the village
of Besanceuil, between Tournus and Cluny at the heart of Burgundy.
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Laurent Dodier, Bruno Frey, Jacques Lebrat, Anthony J.P. Meyer and
Bruno Mory have chosen DELVOYEURS, an agency specialised in Art exhibitions, publishing and cultural development to create and organise this unique
event designed to attract Tribal Art collectors and art-lovers in general and to
generate a new wave of enthusiasts.
The Bourgogne Tribal Show will shake things up :
• No

individual stands, but an open exhibition space, shared by two or three
exhibitors and a Contemporary Art installation.

• No

set route through a numbered grid of booths, but paths which allow you
to double back, take time and interact organically with the art, the exhibitors
and fellow visitors.

• No

single cordoned-off site, but an open space in the Burgundy countryside
with old barns instead of glorified aircraft hangars.

• No

“for-specialists-only” art, but an eclectic selection, designed to promote
dialogue between disciplines and approaches.

• No

“racing against the clock”, but a moment when time is suspended and all
visitors, whether long-standing experts or the curious first-time collector can
discover or rediscover a shared passion : Tribal Art.
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Rules of
the game
A maximum of 25 dealers. Each founding dealer will invite 5 dealers to join
the adventure.
The Art-Works and their stories will be at the heart of the project,
to attract new collectors and remind longstanding cognoscenti why they fell in
love with Tribal Art in the first place.
A unique opportunity to connect dealers, collectors, art-lovers, institutions and the simply curious. Four intense days of shared experiences, with
the event laid out in a format that allow dealers to feel as free as the public.
A party. On Thursday, the opening will be in the form of a French country-style
buffet. On Saturday, there will be a banquet for the dealers and their guests.
The visitors: the great family of art-lovers. Our friends and their friends.
Collectors and amateurs. The curious and the specialist. Those who enjoy Art
Fairs and those who do not!
Tribal Art of the highest quality, carefully chosen, but exhibited
without pretension, with a desire to share.
A place to exchange information, ideas, networks and where the leading institutional and media protagonists in the world of Tribal Art are represented and
can be accessed : the Society of Friends of the Quai Branly Museum, the Musée
des Confluences, the MuCEM, the African Museum of Lyon, the Royal Museum
for Central Africa of Tervuren, Tribal Art Magazine, Détours des Mondes…
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By organising this event in the countryside, the Bourgogne Tribal Show
is consciously breaking the mould.
This new approach will allow us, as exhibitors, to find and encourage a new
audience and to develop bonds with regional partners and local institutions.
The Primitive art scene is not exclusively Parisian, and many regional collectors and art-lovers are put off by the obligation to always travel to the capital
for art fairs and the elitist closed circle of initiates they often find there - So
we bring the party to them!
Moreover, Burgundy is located at the crossroads of Europe, a few hours away
from Paris, Benelux, Germany, Switzerland and Northern Italy.
Finally, the Bourgogne Tribal Show will benefit from the enormous appeal of
this superb and astonishing region:
• Cluny
• The

with its Abbey. The Hotel-Dieu and the Tour des Fromages.

picturesque villages of the Burgundy countryside.

• T he

exceptional concentration of Romanesque churches in Southern
Burgundy.

• The

Alphonse de Lamartine Trail.

• T he

Chateaux Trail : 16 medieval fortresses and castles in Renaissance,
Baroque and Classical styles.

• The

local produce from a world-famous culinary region.

• T he

Wine Trail, between Beaune and the Maconnais, prestigious vineyards
and heady wines.
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Pr actical
Infor mation

Dates: 26–29 May 2016 inclusive
Opening on the 26th of May 2016
Banquet on the 28th evening
Founding Dealers
Laurent Dodier
Bruno Frey
Jacques Lebrat
Anthony J.P. Meyer
Bruno Mory
Conception et développement :
Contact : olivier@delvoyeurs.com
delvoyeurs.com
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